
 

Custom-made light fixtures are part of the work we do every day!

Light columns in the "Regentenbau" in 
Bad Kissingen

The transition from the individualisation of our standard 
light fixtures as custom light fixtures – or even the new 
development of light fixtures – is a fluid process at our 
company.

As a manufactory, for us, the consideration of customer 
requests in terms of the production process is 
significantly less complicated than in purely 
industrialised production.

Often, it is even in the course of the mere discussion on 
the modification of our serial light fixtures for a newly 

planned construction project that a new development came about. We also see ourselves in 
light of our meanwhile 30 years of experience in light-fixtures construction well-equipped for 
the engineering of completely new developments for your planned construction project.

This also includes our experience that on the part of the illuminants industry, so-called 
"innovations" are often publicised too soon – before they are even commercially available (or 
even worse, shortly after their launch, they are removed from the product line). In this respect, 
we are always honest toward our customers with respect to the weighing of innovation and a 
long useful life.

Issues related tolight planning and energy-efficient lighting have marked our day-to-day work 
for many years now.

Also the re-fitting with energy-saving bulbs and the conservation of existing light fixtures in an 
element of our service offerings.

Just sendus your ideas for your project, and we will gladly discuss with you their feasibility.

 
 

Custom light fixtures in the Council Hall at the Würzburg City Hall (Photo: 
City of Würzburg, CTW)

 

Leuchten mit dichroitischem Glas für die 
Außengestaltung der Hochschule für 
Musik Würzburg

Jeder Kronenleuchter ist eine 
Sonderanfertigung nach Kundenwunsch

 

Our exclusive 7-wire lighting cable with 
double steel cable for more freedom in the 
(special) light manufacturing

VR-Bank in Homberg Efze
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